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P 3  Taen~myZan multi7ac%kztztm Felix wss obtained a% station 65%, 
The limestone e.qosed at these three stations, which are aU near 
one another, clearly belongs to one formation, and it seems to me 
fo be of lower Oligocene (Lattortian) age, However, Doctor Cnsh- 
- man because of the presence of O~tfeopftragmina mknima inclines to 
the opinion that it is of upper Eocene age. 1 Zepidocyctina &upZicata was collected in association with L ww 
men&$-at station 6586e, near Tonosi, in a bed I am considering& 1 
middle Oligocene (Rupelia-n) age (see p. 555). 1 
f 
CUL3$BRA FORWTION. 1 
The principal localities a t  which collections were made from the f 
Oulebra formation were along the Canal from Mmflores locks to 6 L 
Las Caseadas. The local sections are described in Doctor Mac- 4 
Donald's article, pages 533 to 541 of this volume, and the position of k 
each is indicated on plate 154. The United States National Museum 
station record numbers are 6009 to 6020c, as given a t  the column 
E 
i- 
heads in the following hble. Stations Nos. 6024a, 6025, 6026, are t 
on the Pansma Railroad, relocated line, and sre platted on the rmtp f r(pl, 154). Station No. 6837, on shalm in the lower part of the C u l e h  1 
, formation, one-quarter of a mile south of Fanpire bridge, is not pla tted 
on the map. I- z
The names of the specifically determined MoUuba from station Wo. 
6019a4, bed not identified, are taken from Brown and Pik'bry,' L 
The specimens were obtained 65 and 85 feet below the "Pecfaa bd," ! i 
which is the bass1 bed of the Emperador limestme. There are five S 
of these species, only one of which, Ttmib&tz altilira Conrad, lias b ~ e n  k i 
also reported from the Gatun formation. Tbe generic names of the I I 
other Mollusca are mostly taken from my field notes. Doctor Mae- 3 
Donald and I obtained in the Culebra formation within Gaillard Cut, I I 
shkions 601-9~-f and 6OZOa-c, specimens representing about 70 genera 
of mollusks, but the species have not been identified. 
Orthulw pugnqz (Heilprin), collected by Doctor MacDonafd a% , 
etation 5901,2 miles south of Monte Lirio, formerly known as RSi tehd- 
. ville, was identified by Dr. C. W. Cooke. This is the same lowlitg as 
station No. 6026, on the Panama Railroad, relocated line. Lit&- 
thamnium vaughani, NwmmztFites pa~~mms4.s ?, Lepidoqclina can&, 
and three species of corals were also mlected a t  this locality. 
1 Brown, A. P., and Pilsbry, H. A, Fauna of tbe Oatuo fotmation, Isthnslls of P m  =a-31, A M .  
Nat. Sci. Phila. Proc. for 1912, pp. 502,503,1912. 
- . *  - ,. 
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554 BXTLLETTN *loss UNTEED STATE6 XATXOSAL WSEUM. 
The identification of deposits within the Canal Zone as belo-g 
to  the Webra formation needs brief discussion. The type sections 
are in Gaillard Cut, particularly at station 6020a to 601 9f (see p. 538 of i 
section on the west side of the cut between Empire and Culebra. 
I Doctor MacDonald's paper), and beds Nos. 1-5, inclusive, of the 
The collections from 6020c to 6Oi029f are typical of the upper part of 
the forrnaLioa; those from 6012a typify its lower part, while- thoae 
i 
i from 6012c and 6012d represent its upper part (p. 536 of Doetar %lac- 
, 
Donald's paper). Be refers the beds that were exposed ef, statioh 
6009 and 6010 to the lower part of the Culebra, and those a+, ssttioss 
6011 to the upper part. In Gaillard Cut Lepidocycliaa c h a w  a m m  
a t  station 8019J and L. canellei a t  station 6019a; in other words 
both of thesi species occur in the upper part of the Cufebra formation, 
the latter below the former. I$e$erostegides panamemis 03:cars ?$ 
station 601 1 in the upper part of the Culebra formation and appar~rmtly 
it was also obtained at stations 6015 and 6016 in the overlying Em- 
perador limestone. As a t  station 6024a, on Rio Agua Salud, immedi- 
ately beneath a coralliferous bed representing the Emperador time- 
stone, Ileterostigendes panamensis and NummuZita pmmwq@s 
were collected, both the stratigraphic relations and the fossils suppoft 
the referenee of the lower bed to th8 upper part of the Cdebra fon$a, 
tion. At BolGo switch, station 6025, LepidoqcZiaa chap& ~ q d  
Nummulites panamensis were found in association. This. bed also 
mag be referred'to the upper part of the Culebra fomfttiop. Ah 
station 6026, about 2 miles south of Monte Lirio, ~epiilmye~ina  c w'^ 
and a species of N~m.rnuZi&a, apparently N. panamensis, mere fo'ou~sd 
associated with f o d  wrab dosely re?a&ed to the fauna of %be Em- . 
perador limestone on one hand, and to that of the Ant+& fomation 
of Antigua on the other; and Orthaalaz pugnax was cafleoted khere. 
The correlation of this exposure with the Culebra formation, probably 
about its middle part, Seems as certain as i t  is possible to be in such 
matters. The principal locality for LepkhcycZilzc~ ccvnaai was &near 
the old town of Bohio, station 6027, now under water. It was here 
that Hill obtained his specimens of "&6itoides fdes i ) )*  vhich are L. 
apwllei, and i t  is probable that the type of the species came from the 
same place. The deposit here so rich in this species of Foraminifera 
is referred to the Culebra fomation, as are dm the beds b which it 
was obtained a t  Baifibmonas snd south of the switch a t  Mamei. 
DEPOSTTS OF THE AOE OF TBE CDLEBRA FORIIIATIQM NEAR TONOSE. 
The only organisms of those collected by Doctor MaoDoaald in tJGs 
area that have been studied me the Yorayinifem md- the corals. 
The following is a table of %he larger Forsnsinitera: 
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CAIXITO FORK4TION. 
No fossils were obtained in this formation a t  its type localiky, 
Doctor MacDonald colleckd fossil plmts a t  station No. 6840, about 
7 miles northeast of Bejuca, near f2hame, Panama, in a yellilwish. 
argrllaceous sandstone that seems to ovedap agglomerates and is 
believed to represent the Caimito formation. Professor Berry reeords 
the foUowing species from this locality: 
Gwttteria culebrensis Berry, &o Culebra and Gatun forma%ions. 
H i r m  oligocamica Berry. 
Rieron~pia Zehmanni Berry. 
Xchmidelia bqucensis Berry, also Culebra formation. 
. As two of the four species also occur in the Culebra formation, it 
appears that the deposif in which they were obtained is in age new 
the Culebra formation. 
M ~ O ~ E N B .  
GATUN FORMATION. 
The principal oonections from the Catun formation were made 
jointly hy Doctor MacDonald and myself a t  stations Nos. 602Qa-b, 
6030, 60336-c, 6035, and 6036, the position of each of which is platted 
on the map (pl. 1541, and the sections are described in Doctor M a s  

MOLLUSCA. 
(Soe next following list.) 
CRUSTACE-4. 
SELACLm. 
MOLLUSCA FROM PlIE BATUX POBMATION, ACCORDING TO B B O m  AXD -JIJIL 
The collections, mostly Molluscs, considered in the first p q w  by 
these authors, "with the exception of a tooth of a shark and a few 
specimens of Oliva from Monkey Hill, come from the excavations 
for the locks at Qatun. The Oliva taken a t  Monkey Bill is the same 
species found plentifully at the Gatun excavation. The specimens 
were collectad from dumps and £ills dong the railway as we* as from 
dumps in the vicinity of Gatun." I n  their second paper, ~o:oUections 
from other localities new Gatun and from two horizons at Tower M, ' 
Las Cascadas, are included. The following list contdns a3f %he 
mollusca referred to the Gatun formation by Pibry  and Brd*: 
The names of those preceded by an asterisk were not in the colleotiom 
submitted to those authors,and I have added the noteC'not af Gatun" 
after the names of those which were not coUected a t  Gakva. The 
results of our field work and the subsequent paleontologic studies 
cause us to dissent from the stratigraphic inteqretations of MESSES. 
Brown and Pilsbry, for they combine the Culebra formafion, the 
Emperador Limestone, and the Gatun formation into one formation. 
As the species described by Toula in his Eine jungteriar~ Patma von 
Gatun am Panama-KanaJ2 am included in the papers by Brown 
Pilsbry, more detailed reference to his article is not necessary here. 
1 Brown, Amos P., and Pilsbry, Henry A ,  Fauna ol the GaWn formation, Isthmus of Pw- &ad. 
Nat. Sci. Phila. Prw. for 1911, pp. 336373, pb. 21-29, April, 1911; Fauns of the Gatan l~l'Wti~J+% 
idem, for 1912, pp. 50&5f0, pls. 22-26. December, 1912 
- 1 K. K. Geol. Reiohsaustslt Jahrb., vot. 58, pp. 673-'a, pis. 26-28, Vi%ntla, 1909. Tout& in a second 
paper, Die jungtertiare Fauna von Gatun am Panamr-bnal, E. LC. Geolog. ReidBanstslt lahrb., vol. 
61, pp. 487-530, PIS. 30, 31, Vienna, 1311, published a supp~emat ~o his first paper issned in1810, rtnd ti%& 
species described as new in this are nut ineluded In the ~2%- by Brown and Pilsbw, TMs One of 
Touia's papers escaped my attention until the present volume wss in pro&, and as it %as then @ O W  
to  consider the synonymy of the species described in it, 18m~rks on it are o&ed to thisnofie. 

Sixteen species included in the foregoing list have not been found 
at  Gatun, and the occurrence there of two other spw,ies is doubitftzt, 
The number of identified species of mollusca from the formation, 
including two doubtfully determined, is 125. 
Subsequent, to the publication of the papers by Brown and Pilsbry, 
Cossmannl has described four additional species from Mindi out of 
ma te r~ l  belonging totheGatun formation. The species are as follows: 
Euchilodon moierei Cossmann; Conw l a d e i  Cossmeran; U g h  mio- 
caenica Cossmann; N.Pginella mindiensis Cossmann. 
PLIOCENE. 
562 BUUE!kXX 103, UXWED STATES EATIONAZ X'trSmM. 
TOR0 LIMESTONE. 
At Toro Point, the type locality of this formation, station No. 8037, 
Doctor MacDonald and I collected the types of Epitonium (8t?ie- 
Pecten (Qcbpecten) oligotepis Brown and 
Pilsbry. 
"(Amusium) Zyonii Gabb. 
todae Brown and 
Pilsbry. 
sol Bromn and Pils- 
bry (not at 
Euna Brown and 
Pilsbry. 
Spondylus scotti Brown and Pilsbry (not 
at Gatun) . 
O s h 2  gatunensis Brown and m s b r y .  
Crmsatellites reeve; (Gabb) (occurrence at 
1 Cossmann, M., Btude comparative de fossiles mioc&~ques recueillis B la Martinique et rt 1'Isthme da 
Panama, Journ. Conchyl., vol. 61, pp. 1-64, pls. 15,  1913. 
(Euytellinu) ~ e t u l a  B r o w  add P'ibr~" 
(not at Gatun). 
sp. nndet. 
sp. undet. ,. , 
*Semeb smji Toula. 
chipolana DaIl (not at Gatun). 
Chione teguEum Brown and PiWry. 
sp. undet. 
(Lirophora) ulocy7Eaa Ddi, 
ulocyma haloeyma 
Brown and Piisbry. 
*rnactropsis (Conrad). 
Pitar centangzlhta Brown and piIsbry- 
Cora Brown and Pasbry. 
Gatnn doubtful). 
mediaamericanus Brown and *circlnata (Brown]. 
~ i l s b r y  (not at ~ a t m ) .  / * Macromilisto m w m  (lionaeus) (?). 
Cardium ( Trachycwdium) stiriaiurn Brown t DoGnia delicatissima Brown and HWry. . 
and Elsbry. *CaZEocardia (Agriopomaf gatunwAs Dall. 
*dominicanum i *galunea4is vnuttijlosa Dall. 
DalI . 1 Petricola milbstviata Brown and PiIsloqr- 
do  m i n i  c e n s e Clernentia dariena (Conrad). 
Gabb. 
duruTn Brown 
and -pilsbry. 
Cardium (Laeuicurdium) serratum Lin- 
naeus. 
*dalli Touls. 
*(Fragum) gatunense DaB. 
(?) newberryanurn Gnbb. 
" Tellina dariena Gabb, 
*gatunensis Bagg. 
*rowlan& Toula. 
*Iepidota Dall. 
aequiterminata Brown and PiIs- 
bry. 
CyclineEEa gatunensis Dall. 
"Mactra duriensis Dall (not a t  Gatun). 
Thracia (Cyathodontaf gatunens6 Tvula,. 
COrbula gatunensis Toulsb' 
sphenia D all. 
. , 
sericea Dall. 
(Cuneocorbula) heweyma Brown . 
and Pilsbry. 
*alabarnimA~ Lea. 
*gregorioi Cossmann. 
heterogenea Guppy (not at Gatun). 
*wiminea Guppy (not at Gatan). 
Teredo dendmlestes Brown and Pilsbry, 
*flolecurtus gatunensis T o u k  
strigillatus (Linnaeua), 

XOLLU~CA--continued. 
VoZuta akfaroi Dall. R. 
Pasciolaria species. R. S$%cimen too 
young to determine. 
Lat irw cingulifera (Lamarck). R. 
Pkos intricatus Dall. R. 
Engina turbinella (Iciener). R. 
Nassa wibex Say. 
Columbella mercatoria (Linnaeus). 
Anaehis avara (Say), R. 
sumanensis Dall. C.  
pulchella (Iiiener) . R. 
Aspe lh  scalardes (Blainville). R. 
Xtrombus bituberculatus Lamarck. 
pugilis Linnaeus. 
Trivia pedieulus (Linnaeus). R. 
Murex rufus Lamarclc. R. 
pomum Gmelin. 
nodatus Reeve. C. 
Urosa1pG-x~ species. R. 
Eulima bifasciata (Orbigny). R. 
Cymatium vespaceum (Lamarck). R. 
tuberosum (Lamarck). R. 
Cerithiopsis specieg. R. 
Bitt ium varium PEeiffer. C. 
Cerithium literatum (Born). R. 
algicola C .  B. Adams. C. 
mc?diumDall. R. 
variabibe C. B. Adams. 
Cedhidea varicosa Sowerby. R. 
Xodulus modulus (Linnaeus). C. 
eatenukztus Philippi. R. 
Ettorina angulifera Lamarck. R 
Vermetus n igr imm Philippi (?). R. 
Alabina cerithoides Dall. 
Alaba tervarieosa Adams. R. 
Rissoina laevignta C. B. Adams var. 
browniana Orbigny. 
striatocostata Qrbigny. R. 
eancellata Philippi. R. 
elegantissima Orbigny. R. 
Crepidula convera Say. C .  
plana Say. C, 
Calyptraea cadeana Orbigny. C. 
Netica pusilla Say. R. 
Asti-alium brevispina (Lama~ck). R. 
tuberosum (Philippi) (?) 
Tegz~lafasn'ata (Born). 
Fissuridea alternata (Say]. 
Sz~bemurginula emarginata (Blainville). 
rollandii (Fischer) . 

QALL, W. E., A monograph of the molluscan fauna of the O~tiaaulaz pcgnaazone of the OBgoce 
Florida, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 90, pp. 173> 26 pls., 1915. 
- A contribution to the invertebrate fauna of the Oligocene beds of Flint River, Georgi 
Mus. Proc., vol. 51, pp. 487-524, pls. 83-88,1916. 
DEUSSEN, ALEXANDER, Geology and underground waters of the southeastern part of the 
Plain, U. S. Geol. Survey Water-Supply Paper 334 pp. 365,9pls., 1914. 
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SELIAR~S, E. H., Fossil vettebrates from Florida: A new 3biocene fa- Florida Oeol. Survey Eighth 
Ann. Rept., pp. 8343,2916. 
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SHEARER, H. K., Areport on the bauxite and fuller's earth of the C O W  Ram of Georgia, G~xeorgia Dad, 
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STEPHENSON, L. W., and VEATCH, J. O., Underground waters ofthe Coastal Plain of Georgia, U. S. GeoL 
Survey Water-Supply Paper 341, pp. 539,21 pis., 1915. 
-- , and CRIDER, A. F., Geology and groundwaters of northeastern Arkansas, U. S. GeoL Survey 
Water-Supply Paper 399, pp. 315,ll pls., 1916. 
VAU~HAN, T. W., The reef-coral fauna of Carrizo Creek, Imperial County, CaWoruia, a& iits sign@ceace8 
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 98 (T), pp. 355-386, pls. 9%102,1917. 
-- Correlation of the Tertiary formations ol the southeastern United States, Central America, and 
the West Indies, Washington Acad. SCI. Journ., val. 8, pp. 268-876,1918 
-and COOKE, 0. W., Correlation of the Hawthorn formation, Washington Acad. Sci. Som., v d  4, 
pp. 250-253,1914. 
In the biblieraphy, except the one by Professor Berry on t h  
ff,ora of the Calvert formation, I have purposely omitted references to 
papers on that part of $he Coastal Plain north of the South Carolina- 
North Carolina boundary line. The contributions to the paleontology 
and stratigraphy of the Teeiary formations of the south Atlantic and 
Gulf Coastal Plain during the past five years have been considerable, 
as the list of papers shows, but maoh more work has been done. 
Prof. E. W. Berry has completed a monograph of &he middle md 
upper Eocene floras of southeas- North America, now awaiting 
publication as a Professional Paper of the United States Geologiml 
Sumey; Dr. Joseph A. Cashman Bas a monograph of the Pfiocens 
and Miocene Foraminifera of the Coastal Plain in pms as a buulla$h 
.of the United States Geologicd Survey; Messrs. I?. Canu and R. $, 
Bassler have submitted the manuscript for a very large volume on 
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Jackson formation ..... . . . . { Frio clay. Ravette sandstom. * 
Yegua formation 
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Louisiana. 
Jackson formation ...... . . . 
i{ 
Southward and west~nrasd of a line, the location of which is in&- 
cated on Deussen7s n ~ a p , ~  there is a change in the strike of the fo~ma- 
tions. The line passes be then  Cotulla and TiIden and strikes from 
about N. 52" W. to S. 52" E.; northeast of it, the strike of the lor- 
mations is S. 39" W., with a southeastwrtrd dip of 48 feet to 'i mile; 
southwest of it, the strike is N. 19" E., with a dip S. 19' E. of 36 
feet to 1 mile. In 1912 Mr. G.  C. Matson devoted some montlls to a 
field study of the area along Rio Grandc seaward of the Eocene- 
Cretaccous contact, and I accompanied him during a lwagon trip 
from Laredo to Sumfordycc. As &. Hatson has not beon able to 
prepare a report for publication, it is fortunate that I made not& 
on the exposures we examined, and later the marine fossils collected 
were studied and identified by Dr. C. W. Coolie and myself. Through 
out much of its course between Laredo and Roma, Rio Grande is a 
subsequent stream-that is, its eourse is along the strike of the for- 
mations-and for miles the road is on very nearly the same geo1og;"c 
formation. However, ody  a short distance, eastward from &he r iwr 
higher geologic formations are encountered. The most important 
difference of the successive formations, as compared n-ith those far- 
ther east, consists in the slight developmen& of the lignitiferous 4 
Yegua formation, which, apparently, is represented by shoal-wata 
marine sands. The correlative of the F&yette sandstone wm nu$ 
i 
1 U. S. Geal. Gurvcy Watsr-Suppl~ Paper 375, pl. 8,1916. 
Yema tormation-.. .,. . . . . Yegua formation.. .. . . . . 
Claiborne group.. . . Lishon :armation. .. . . . . . . . 
Taliahatta buhrstone ...... ) St. Ma.miee formation.. . . . 
. 

BULLETIN 103, UNITED NATIONAL M 
With regard to the age of the Midway flora, he says:l " 931% f 
European floras most similar t o  that of the Midway (2)  are those, 1 
likewise poorly represented in marble deposits, of the Montian and 2 +
Thanetian stages in the so-called Paris Basin in northc'rn France, I 
Belgium, and southeastern England." ! 
He concludes his discussion of the correlation of hbe Wilcos floras i 
with the following ~ ta t emen t :~  "In view of the foregoing discussion, I 
have no hesitation in making the most posibive statement that the ( 
Wilcox flora is largely of Ypresian age. This is rendered wnclnsivei. I 
by the exact agreement between the flora of the overlying Qaiborn~. 
group and that of the Lutetian of Europe, as brought out in my un- 
published studies of the Claiborne flora." 
The foregoing paragraph contains Berry's opinion in 1916 as b a  
the equivalcnce of the Claiborne group of the southern United States 
with the Lutetian of western Europe. This is an old correlation, for 
i t  is the same as that made by De Lapparente3 More recent studies, 
not yet published, have led Berry to correlate the Claiborne flora of 
the southeastern United States with the Auvemian of Europe, an& 
he grants me permission to present his conclusion in this connection, 
As a part of my discussion of the coral faunas of tha Jackson forma- 
tion and its correlatives, page 198 of this volume, I have expressed my 
opinion that the Jacksonian of Mississippi and Albama is the equiva- 
lent of the Bartonian-Ludian of western Europe, thereby concurring 
in a previously expressed opinion of Haug, which is essentially the 
same as that of De LapparenL4 In fact, this opinion seems g e n e ~ d y  
accepted by all geologists who have studied the subject. 
OLICOCENE. 
That the Vicksburgian Oligocene is the equivalent of the European 
Ton grian 5-Sannoisian-Lattor6m has long been recognized and needs- 
only mention in this place. 
As a part of the discussion of the coral famas, pages 199-207 of 
this volume, I have correlated the basal part of the Chattahoochee. 
formation with the Rupelian-Stampian of western Europe. This 
conclusion, which seems to me firmly established, is new for the 
marine Tertiary formations of continental North America. 
That the Tampa formation of Florida is the equivalent of the Euro- 
pean Aquitanian, which seems to include the Ghattian, is generally- 
ackkowledged. This is the opinion of W. H. Dall and MI. Gosaann, 
-- 
1 U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 91, p. 11. 
2 Idem. p. 152. 
8 De Lapparent;, A., Trait& de gblogie, p. 1454, 1900. 
4 Trait4 de ghlogie, ed. 4, p. 1473. 
S Xaury, Carlotta J., A comparison of the Oligocene of western Europe snd the southern United Stat& 
Bull. Amer. Paleontology, vol. 3, No. 15, pp. 315404, pls. 20-29.1902. Hereit shouldbenoted that Tmgriae 
has heen usedin two senses, one as the equivalent of the lower (lattorlian) and the other as the e~nlaalent 
of the middle (Rupelii) Oligocene. Miss &urg used it in thc former maw. 
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MIOCENE. 
lLUM B L m  FORMATION. 
In the foregoing paragraph and on pages 219-220, 
discussion of the fossil coral-faunas, I have referred, t 
member of the Alum Bluff formation to the basal par 
cene-that is, I correlate it with the base of the 
European nomenclature. Unfortunately, informatio 
contact of the Chipola is not adequate. According to t 
by Matson and Clapp l it conformably overlies the Cha 
formrttion. In 1900 I examined the exposure a t  the type loc 
McClelland farin on the west side of Chipola River, just sou 
mile Creek, Cdhoun County, Florida, and corrobctrate 
observations of Dall and Stanley-Brown that the mar 
erosion unconformity . 
beds are peculiar to them; of the others the larger pr 
common to the T m p a  Opthaulare bed while in the sub 
Grove sands about 24 per cent of the Chipola species s 
"Further investigations have, as is usually the ca 
increased the percentage of peculiar forms and mate~i  
the percentago of species common to other horizo 
upon the Chipola fauna is 110t yet complete but there 
to suppose that at least 75 per cent of the species a 
the single horizon. Twenty-three of the Tampa gastro 
been considered identical with those from the Chipola. 
the 23 the resemblances between the Tampa and Chipo 
Only 3 of the 28 remain; Strmbw chiplanus is represented in 
Tampa beds by material too imperfect to determine 
assurance; Xenophora conekyliophova is a species 
sisted with no perceptible change of character f 
Cretaceous to the Recent; Tegula exoleta apparently 
Tampa persisted throughout the Miocene. The relation 

Alum B M  occur between 12 and 17 feet above the top of the Chipa% 
marl. We says regarding this flora: "It is thus @pparent &ha% the 
A l m  Bluff flora can be considered either Aquitanian or Burdig&an, I 
with a slight preponderance of the evidence in favor of Lhe Aquita- t 
nian, * * * If the Alum Bluff formatien is of Aquitanian of 
Burdigalian age-and one or the other alternative seems certain- 
the more or less academic question is raised whether i t  shall be 
classed as Oligocene or Miocene." 
The floral evidence gt least does not contradict consideFig the 
Alum Bluff as Burdigalian. 
The matrix of the ChipoIa marl is particularly suited for the 
preservation of Foraminifera, and they are very abundant; but there, 
are no orbitoid Foraminifera, neither Lepidocyclina nor Eetmo- 
stegindes. 
The Bryozoa of the A1m Bluff formation, according to Mwsrs, 
Canu and Bassler, are of distinctly Burdigalian a5ities.  The 
fauna is particularly characterized by the introduction of certain 
species that persist until the present time. Two of these species ark 
Cupularia umbeltatcl Defrance and C. cancwiensis Busk, bo%h of 
which occur in the Cnipola mad at its type localitp, and both were 
collected by Doctor MacDonald on Banana River, Costa Rica, in 
deposits correlated with the Gatun formation, and both occur in the 
Bowden marl of Jamaica. 
The evidence of the fossil corals and of the fossil vertebrates has 
been discussed on pages 219,220 of this volume. 
MBRKS HE0 MARL AND CALVSRT FORBIATION. 
The Marks Head marl at Porters Landing, Savannah Kiver, 
Effingharn County, Georgia, has been correlated by me tvith the 
Calvert formation of Maryland and Virginia? The most recent 
discussion of the age equivalence of the Calvert with European 
horizons is that of Berry in a paper already mentioned? ECe says3 
regarding the probable age of the formation: "Seven of the Cabert 
plants, or 26.9 per cent, are common to the Tortonian of Europe, 
and ten others, or 35 per cent, are represented in the Tortonian by . 
very similar forms. In view of the fact that these floras spread 
into both regions from a common and equally accessible source, tha 
evidence that the Calvert flora indicates a Tortonian age is .m' 
conclusive as intercontinental correlations ever can be." 
According to this correlation of Berry, there is no Helvetian in 
the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain of the United States. 
1 Vaughan, T .  W. ,  T h e  Miocene horizons at Porters Landing, Georgia, Science, new ser., vaI.31, pp; 
833,834,1910: and in Veatoh, O., and Stephenson, L. W., Preliminwy report on the geology of the CoasCal 
Plain of Georgia, Georgia Geol. Survey Bull. 26, pp. 362-369, 1911. 
2 U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 98 (T), pp.  61-73, pls. 11,12,1916. 
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portions at  least of the area covered by deposits belonging to the 
Chesnpealre group, whiie tho profusion of Olim 1iImw.h and OZic&a 
rnutiea give evidenco of extensive sand flats in the area covered by 
the DupIin marl. Already in the late Te~tiarg, present dtlg- 
conciitions had been approximated along the East Coas' 
faunas of Virginia and North Carolina flourished in rather s 4ow 
inshore waters into which mud and sand were being freely 7; cam1 -1, 
* the waters of the Yorktown basin being slightly but not much, 
warmer than those off the Virginia coast today; while $he Duplin '*-- 
fauna was apparently in more direct communication with _the F'lor- 
idian life than are the present faunas off Hatteras and Cape Fear and 
indicate slightly warmer climatic conditions than do those of the 
Yorktown. " 
The Yorktown formation and the Duplin marl are the correlatives' 
of the European stage next younger than the Tortonian, which 
would be the Sarmatian or Pontian or both: 
CBOCTAWEUTCEEE W L .  
The study that I made of &e Mollusca from the Duplin marl ss 
exposed at Porters Landing, Savannah River, Georgia,' and of Mot- 
lusca from exposures of the same formation in South Carolina, led 
me to the conclusion that the Choctawhatchee marl of Florida, 
exposed between Ocklocknee River, on the east, and Chocta~vbatchee 
Bay, on the west, is of very nearly the same, if not of the identical, 
age as the Duplin marl. Therefore, the Choctawhatchee marl and 
its correlative, the Jacksonville formation of east Florida, are about 
the same in age as the Sarmatian and Pontian of Europe. 
The brackish water Pascagoula clay of the coastd area in Missis- 
sippi and Louisiana is probably of about the same age-that is, late 
Miocene. 
PLIOCENE. 
In the South Atlantic and Coastal Plain of the United Stabs foar 
formations, the Waccamaw marl of the Carolinas, the Nasbua and 
Caloosahatchee marls of Florida, and the Citronelle formation of the 
Gulf States are definitely considered of Pliocene age. References to 
literature are not necessary, as they are gioen in the papers men- 
tioned in Lhe footnotes on pages 565, 566. At present correlation d 
these formations with the three recognized European stages, 91a- 
sancian, Astian, and Sicilian is not warranted. According to Berry, 
the fiorra. of "the Citronelle formation belongs in the lafer hakf of the 
Pliocene epoch and is direct.1~ ancestrsll to the Pleistocene and 
Recent floras of the same region." 
1 Gwrgia Geol. Survey Bull. 26, pp. 367-3@, 1911. 
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Priabonian age. Miss Mau~y correlates the basal bed of the ex- 
posure at  SoIdado Bock, Trinidad, with the Midway group of the 
Gulf Coastal Plain of the United States, but I am not convinced that 
the fauna is quite so old. In fact, the pdeontologic evidence seems 
to me just about as stroagly in favor of tho horizon corresponding to 
one in the Wilcox group. Douvill6 is of the opinion that most of 
Miss Maury's horizons are younger than the age she has assigned 
them. There are discrepancies betmeen Miss Maury's and DouvillB's 
correlations that probably can be reconciled only by a critical study 
of Foraminifera positively known to be associated with the respec- 
tive beds in which the Mollusca were collected, I have had con- 
siderable experience in checking M. DouvillB1s results, and, except 
that he does not understand all of the stratigraphic nomenclatura 
and is greatly confused as to some of the stratigraphic relations in 
the southeastern United States, I have usually found his deductions 
as to the age of formations valid. It seems to me that the table in 
his last paper on the Trinidad orbitoids is correct, except that i t  seems 
to me more appropriate to refer the Aquitanian to the Oligocene than 
to the Miocene. 
OLIGOCENE. 
LOWER OLIGOCENE. 
The quotation, page 549, from Douvill6 indicates the presence on tho 
Haut Chagres of limestone of lower Oligocene (Ltlttorfian) age, as it 
contains sp~cimens of 0r;hophragrnina (Asterodiscus) species in 
association with &p8oqjclim species rcscmbling L. chapeTi. 
Doctor MacDonald coUccted in tho rivor bod at Dacid, station 6512, 
Lepidocyclina macdonaldi, L. d up7icafa L. panamensis, Orthophragmim 
minima, and Nummuliies daoihnsis; at station 6526, in Iimestona 
which according to his section immediately underlies tho lime- 
stone at station 6512, where hc obtained i5epidocyclina'spccies unile- 
tcrmined and fluw~muldes davidensis; and he found a t  statioil6523,2 
miles north of David, Lepidoyclina macdonaldi and L. dup$ieaia. 
These three localities represent very nearly, if not. prcciscly, the same 
horizon, and have faunal characters very similar to those of tho 
horizon in Trinidad that Douvill6 correlat,cs with the "Stampien 
inf6rieur," which, according to him, is Lattorfian. It therefore sccms 
that the limestone in and north of David is of lower Oligocene (Lat- 
torfian) age, and is the corrolative of tho Vicksburg group of tho 
eastern Gulf States of the United States. Doctor Cushman's opin- 
ions as to the probable Eocene age of this limostone was gimn on 
gage 550. 
I t  is probable that the Bohio conglomerate is of this ageJ for it 
contains the Oligocene plant, Taenioxylon mukiradiuium Felix, which 
- 
1 Maury, Carlotta J., A contribution to the paleontology 01 Trinidad, Aead. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia 
lourn., ser. 2, vol. 15, pp. 25-112, pls. 5-14,1912. 
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deposits are of Eocene or Oligo~entt 
Tumbala, Chiapiis, sfiation 6403 U.S. 
quantit,y and a Nummtites possibly aUi 
Cushman from St. Bartholomuw. Cushman s 
the material repres znt s a lo%\-er Oligocene horizon." 
Lepidocyclina and other Forami 
mulitic were obtained by P. C. Stewur 
meters southeast of Peeero, 8 leagues southwest 
Cruz, Mesico, station 5462 U.S.N.M. register. 
says that a t  best some of this material is from strata 
age, but he does not express an opinion as to what. part o 
cene it  represents. 
Lower Oligocene deposits probably occur i 
of the Tamaulipas Range, for Dumble 
Pectsn pods& Morton, specimens idcntifi 
of that rangc, thc same author records "Orhifoides papyraeea, CrisfeE- 
laria, and Nummulites, from the Ruena Vista to thc Tancochin a t  
Cerro del Oro." The palsontologic evidence is inde~isivc, for the 
" 0rbi:oirles papyracm " is certainly misiden tifirtd ; but the speeimans 
probably represent a large species of Lepidocyclir~ct, of the kind 
abundant in the lower Oligocene and upper Eocene of the soath- 
eastern United States and in the middle Oligocene of Antigua and 
Georgia. The dcposits from which the Foraminifera were obtained 
may bc of upper Eoceizo or of upper or middle Oligocene age, but r.he 
probability is that they are lower Oligoccno in age. 
No marine Oligocene dcposits are known in the State of Toxas. 
Berry reports PalrnoxyZon iezense Stenzcl, from 5 miIes north of Jasper, 
Texas, from " beds of Vicksbwg age," and states that "Unstudied 
material indicates the probable presence of this species a t  several 
localities in thc Catahoula sandstono of Texas and in tho Vicksburg 
limestone of Alabama." There is marine lower Oligocene in Louisiana 
at Roscficld, near Washita River; and east of Mississippi Eiver iC 
outcrops in a belt running from Vicksburg eastward to Georgia and 
Florida. 
Marino deposits in Cuba have been questionably referred t.o the 
lower Oligocene, but a definite opinion must be withheld until Doctor 
Cushman has completed his study of t.hc Cuban orbitoid Foraminifera. 
The geologic formation in Jamaica to which Hi1 applied tho 
name Montpelier white limestone ' contains many Foraminifera, 
1 Dumble, E. T., Tertiary dcposits of northeastern Mexiw, Caliornia Acad. Sci. Proc., ser. 4 voi. 4 p. 
188, 1915. 
a Dumble, E. T., Some events in the Eocene history of the present wastal area of the Gulf of Meldca in 
Texas and Mexico, Journ. Geol., rol. 23, No. 6, p. 496,1915. 
8 Bel'ry, E. W., The flora of the Catshoula sandstone, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 98 (9, pp. 235, 
236, pl. 56, 1916. 
4 H111, R. T., The geology and physical geography of Jamaica, Nus. Camp, 2001. Bull., vol. 36, pg. 
137-144,1899. 
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YIDDLE OLlGOCENE. I 
As statcd on page 203 in the discussion of the cord faunas, tho 
Antiguan Oligocene must, in my opinion, bc taken as the type forma- 
tion a d  type locality of the middle (Rupelian) Oligocene of America. 
I have definitely correlated wit11 this horizon the reef-coral fauns 
from Touosi, Panama, station 6587, which I consider to bc the strati- 
graphic crluivale~t of the lower part of the Culebra formation. 
Lepidoqclina panamensis and L. duplieata are associated For- 
aminifera. The 'prcaencc of marine deposits of this age in Antigns, 
Porto Rico, Santo Dorningo, Cuba, Florida, Alabama, and eastorn . 
Mexico has been mentioned on pages 199-207. 
Mcssrs. Roy E. Dickerson and W. S. W. Kew have recently pub- 
lished a paper ' in which they say: "most of the localities listed bolnw 
appear to belong to the San Fernando formation of Dumble." This 
name is invalid, because it, is preoccupied by the name of certain 
formations in Trinidad, and has been renamed San Rafael formation 
by E. T. Dumbfe. On page 205 of this volume I correlate it with 
the middle Oligocene Antigua formation, the basal part of the Chatta- 
hoochet! formation, and the European Rupelian, on thc basis of tho 
coraIs, which possess no such heterogeneous stratigraphic affinities as 
the fossils recordcd by Messrs. Dickcrson and Kew. L will not here 
undertake to analyze the fauna they report, but will say that i t  con- 
tains names of species of upper Eocene (.Jackson-Ludian), lower 
Oligoecne (Vicksburgian-Lattorfiam), upper Oligocene (upper Chat'cai- 
hoochee-Tampa-Aquitanian), and bwer Miocene (lower part of t , h ~  
Alum Bluff and the higher horizon represented by the Bowden marl- 
Burdigalian) age. I n  fitct their list includes nearly every horizon 
from upper Eocene almost to middle Miocene. I will not attempt 
to explain this surprising paleontologic assemblage as the collections 
may represent a number of horizons, the species may be misidcnti- 
ficd, or some of t,lle species may have extraordinary stratigraphic 
ranges; and i t  will be mentioned that, as in at  least one inatanco 
Cottcau made an error in stating the locality a t  which the type of 
a species was collectcd, there is some confusion for which Messrs* 
Dickerson and Kcw are not responsible. An attempt will be made 
to remove in the forthcoming memoirs on West Indian paleontology 
as much of this kind of confusion as is possible. 
West of Alabama in Mississippi and Louisiana there are plant- 
bearing bcds of middle Oligocene age, for a considerable part of %ha 
Catahoula sandstone is certainly of that age, but that formation seems 
to includo bcds of lower, middle, and probably upper Oligocene age. 
No middle Oligocene deposits are 1aown in Texas. Thcre is no 
--- 
1 The fnuns, of a medial Tertiary formation and the associated horizons cl ncrthcaqtern Me-xico, dst'i 
fornin Acad. Sci. Proc., vol. 7, pp. 125-156, pls. 17-26a,1917 (date printed with title July 30,lSli; received 
by me Oct. 16, 1917). 
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supitricur," which is Rupelian, Should tba mrelntion of 
land "beds" with the S.tn Fernando be valid, the Scotlm 
arc of thc sama age as tho Antigua formztion of Antigua, 
roborates the opinion exprossed by Gregory. 
Allusion will here be madc to two species of fossil corrals 
submitted to me by Dr. J. W. Spencer and were said to 
colfectcd in Barbados, near the Cathedral a t  
gave him the generic names used in his petper 
The specimens are no longer acce~siblc to.me, but I have 
of the species I listed as Astrocoenia species, whi 
which I have applied the name A & r m i n  por 
(pl. 76, figs. 4,4a, pl. 78, figs. 1, la) of this volume; 
the othor species, refcrred to by me as &yZophora, 
spccies, as well as Astrocoenia po~$oricelasis, is ex 
in Antigua, where I collccted betwcen 60 and 70 
six septa and a styliform columella, characte 
refer it to Stytophora, but as thcre arc welldevcloped st,yles 
corners between many corrallitcs, I am now placing it in Sty70coeniQ. 
As these two species not only occur in Antigua, but as the matrix, 
yellowish clay, in which the specimens were embedded is similar to 
that usual in Antigua, I have wondered if the specimens did not 
really come from that Island, and not from Barbados. 
Mcssrs. Harrison and Jukes-Browne, i t  seems, became much 
excited ovcr the reported occurrence in Barbados of the two spccics 
of corals mentioned above? I will not enter the controversy bctmcen 
these authors and Doctor Spencer further than to say that if tho 
two species whose tentative identification I gave Doctor Spencer 
actually came from Barbados, their evidence is decisive as to bcds 
of the age of the Antigua formation being in Barbados, and that 
the evidence of the corals is in accord with Gregory's correlation of 
tho Scotland ."beds"; but if the specimens were obtained at the 
locality a t  which Doctor Spencer says he found them, the Scotland 
"bods" must be very near the surface in Bridgetown, and t.he venccr 
of the clcvatcd coral-reef limestone decidedly thin. The area 2.75 
milcs northeast of Bridgetown is indicated on Mcssrs. Harrison and 
Jukes-Brownc's geological map of Barbados as "limestone probably 
undcrlain here by Scotland beds." Careful search should be ma& 
for corals in the material underl~ing the elevated reef in Bridgetown, 
and if the older coral-fauna is there, additional specimens will 
almost certainly be found, for the two species reported from them are 
usually reprcsented not by occasional but by numerous specimens, 
if present a t  all. 
1 Spencer, J. W., On the gwlogicrtl and phwiertl dereloprnent of Barbados; with notes on Trmkiad, 
Geol. Soc. London Quart. Joorn., vol. 58, pp. 3j2-%5, 1902. 
n IIarrison, J. B., and Jukes-Browno, A. J.. Tha goology Of Barbados, Gd. Mag., v&. % W. 550551, 
Dee. 4,1902. 
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Recently Dr. Sidney Powers has p?wentcd to ttho Unit& States 
National Muscum some specimens he collected a t  the entranoe b 
P 
Rio Dulce, Guatcmala. The rock is a mnssive light-colored, fine- 
tcxturcd limestone, with a conchoidal fracture, and contains marly 
poorly preserved fossils. Among the fossils are Orbitolites specics; 
severalcorals, one of which rcscrnblcs Siderastrea, another is pmbably a 
specimen of Goniopora, and a third sccms to bc a branching poritid 
coral that looks prcciscly likc a corai obtJncd by Doctor M ~ D o n a l b  
in limestone, referred by him to the Empcrador limestono, in t h ~  
swamp north of Ancon Hill and about onc-quarter of a mile south 
of Diablo Ridge, Canal Zone; and there ;re specimens of Ogrecs, 
Pecten, and Lima. This material is too poor to warrant a positive 
opinion, but i t  is worth notsing, and it probably rcprcscnts a hori- 
zon very near that of thc Emperador limestone. 
According to Hili's account of the stratigraphic succession in 
Jamaica, the correlatives of these uppermost Oligocene deposits are 
represented there by a stratigraphic break, the uneonformity be- 
tween the Montpelier white limostone and the Bowden marl. 
MIOCENE. 
The definite correlation of the Canal Zone Miocene with Eurhpean 
horizons was f i s t  attempted by H. Douville in hi papcr, already 
cited, on '  the age of the deposits along tho Panama Ca11a.1. H e  
says regarding the deposits overlying those discussed in the fore- 
going remarks : '( Leur Age est incontestablemen t MiocEne. " ' He 
considers the lower part of these deposits as Burdigalian, tho upper 
part as Helvetian in age. That part of the Gatun fo~mation exposed 
a t  Monkey Hill is referred to the Helvetian. 
The literature on the agc of the Gatun formation is considcmble, 
but a lengthy review of it appears unnecessary. The papers by 
Toula and by Pilsbry and Brown have already been cited on page 
660 of this volurne. Actually there is in most cases morc apparent 
than rcal discrepancy bctwecn the correlations of tllc different 
investigators, due to thc fact that the Alum Bluff formation, includ- 
ing the Chipola marl member a t  its besc, has been refcrred to the 
upper Oligocene. The Alum Bluff formation is certainly of Mioccne 
age, according to European usage, and is the American cquivalenk 
of the Burdigalian. All available evidence indicates that the lower 
part of thc Gatun formation in the Canal Zone is the equivalent of 
the Alum Bluff formation of Florida and Georgia. Although the 
Gatun formation contains numerous species of Foraminifera, echi- 
noids, and Crustacea, the fauna is predominantly nioiluscan, and the 
discrimination of zones within i t  must await the completion of the 
study of the careful zonal collections Doctor MiwDonald and 3t 
1 Soc. C h i .  Eraee Bull., vol. 26, p. 599,1898. 
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Preliminary list of foss tEsJm CdombQ. 
(A11 &terminstiom subject t o  revision.) 
By CHARLES WYTHE COOKE. 
7552. La2 Sierras, between el Carmen and Za 
on top of knoll. I?. L. Wilde, collector, 
Conus, prohahly C. bitator Brown and TuniteUa gntu 
Pilsbry. 
2 species. 
specles. 
Arehiteclonira gafunensis (To 
Terebra gotunensis Toula. Natica, several species. 
subsul~gera Toula. C W e a  prineetmiana Brown 
Drillia p t u n m i s  (Toula)? Crolci6uium species. 
Tums barrelfi (Guppy)? Area. 
Cancellaria dariena trachyoslraca Brown species. 
and Pilsbry? P e c w  species, 
2 species. Corbula (Cuneocwbula) h c m a  Brown 
OZiva gatunensis Toulp? and Pilsbry . 
Marginella species. C h a m  species. 
Latirus aff. L. protractus (Conrad). Vmeridae, several speclee. 
St~ombina gotunensis (Toula). 
Distorsio gatunensis Toul8. 
Correlation : Gatun formation. 
7873. About we-half kilometer east of Usiacuri, Colombia. Q. O. 
Matson, collector. 
Septnstrm matsoni Vaughan. Natica species (very close t o  a speciea f r m  
Terebra cf. T. gausapata Brown and Pilsbry Shell Bluff, Shoal River, Florida), 
galunensis Toula. Natica, 2 species. 
Conus dalli Toula. Areretina species. 
2 species. Niso species. 
Turritidae, several species. Pt~ram&dclh species. 
Cancellaria, 3 species. Arcfiitrnloailxl gntunmsis Toul 
Olivella, several species. Capulus species. 
Mitra longa Gabb? Calyptrea species. 
ljZlsinus species. GlyrymerL new species. 
Latirus species. Arra a f f .  A. grandis Brow 
Alectrion species. Arca new species. 
Columbellu~ae, several species. Ospm species. 
Murer species. Peclen species. 
Typhis upecics. Arnusium large species. 
Turrilelb mimztes Brom and Pilsbry. Venericardia species. 
allilira Conrad. Chione species. 
gatuncnsis Conrad. Corbalu, 2 apecies. 
Petaloconchus dominyenviv Sowerby? d4dctra species. 
Correlation: Gatun formation. 
7855. Two lrilometers west of Usiacuri, Colombia. 
Area aff. A. grandis Broderip and Sowerby. 
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Dall said, in 1903, regarding the age of the Bow 
Jamaica: "It is perhaps with the Oak Grove sands, or bet-- 
Chipola and the Miocene, that the position of the Bowdcn 
would be marked most plausibly against the Tertiary colum 
Florida formations." 
This correlation has essentially been made by students of other 
groups of organisms, but instead of considering the Bowden of 
Oligocene age, thoy refer i t  to the Miocenc. W. P. Woodring, in 9 
recently published summary of his conclusions bascc1 upon a study of 
the Bowden pelecypods,Z says: "Though many of the post-Chipolan 
elements are found among the characto~isticdy tropical groups, 
yet the introduction of superspccific groups, somc of which are not 
exclusively tropical, can hardly bc disregarded. Tho Rowdcn 
pelecypods are distinctly younger than those of thc Alum Bluff 
faunas, as these faunas are now knorm. It may be suggested that 
the Bowden fauna is Burdigdian, that is, Iower Miocene in the sense 
of most -4mcrican stratigraphcrs." 
Dr. J. A. Cushman, from his study of the Poraminifera, and 
Messrs. Canu and Bwsler from their investigations of tho Bryozoa 
consider the Bowden fauna Miocene. My opinion, based upon tho 
fossil corals (see pp. 212, 213 of this volume), is the same as that 
of the authors mentioned. Until tho results of Miss Gardncr's work 
on the Mollusca of the Alum Bluff formation are tabulated and com- 
parisons made with the Bowden fauna, only approsimate correlation 
is practicable. It is my opinion that the Bowden is equivalent to  a 
horizon high in the Alum Bluff, perhaps about that of the Shoal 
River marl. In other words, the Bowden corresponds to upper 
rather than to lower Burdigalisn. 
There are in Santo Domingo at  least three Miocene horizons, 
according to the results recently obtained there by Miss C. J. Maury? 
She transmitted the Foraminifera, corals, echinoids, and BPJ-OZOB 
to me for study in connection with the investigation of the strati- 
graphic paleontology of Central America and the southern United 
States, and Miss M. J. Rathbun haa delivered to me a manuscript 
in which she has included descriptions of the fossil Crustacea col- 
lccted by Miss Maury. Besides Miss Blnury's report on the RloUusca, 
. I am able to use Doctor Cushman's report on the Foraminifera, 
~ n y  own on the corals, Doctor Jackson's on thc eehinoids, Messrs. 
Canu and Bassler's on the Bryozoa, and Miss Rathbun's on the 
Crustacea. Miss Maury's zone H on Rio Cana is tho same horizon 
as the Bowden; and she considers her zones G and I to bo the same 
-- 
1 ndl, N. H., Tertiary !alms of Flonda, Wagner Free Inst. Sci. Trans., vcl. 3, pt. 6, p. 1S2, 18D3. 
2 Voodrin:, W. P., Tho peleoypods of the Bowdrn famu, Johns HopUns Umv. Circniar, &Parela, 1917, 
pp. 242-264, 1917. 
3 Maury, Carlotta J., Santo Domingo type sections and fossfls, Ban. Amer. Paleontoiogy, vol. 5, pp. 
165-459, pls. 28-Gj, 1917. 
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Ics deux gisements, et que leur &ge est au-dessus des couches 
qui ant fait I'objet d'une Biude de la part de Guppy. Ces 
tr&s belle fame dont j'ai pzs mal de spacimens dans ma col 
pzrtager compl4tement l'opinion de M. Dall qui les ra 
qu'elles reprbentent I'Qquivalent de notre Aquitan 
infArieur, tandis, que Ies fossiles de la Msrtinique et de Gatun (Panama) 
peu plus rbcents, probablement du MiocBne moyen. Enfin, d'aprb les 
que j'ai pu 6tudier % llEcole des Mines, les fossiles de Saint-Dominxue (Baiti) 
par Gabb at par Sowerby, repr6senterient un. niveau dQjjSplus B e d ,  celui du 
supBrieur. 
M. Cossmann considers this material from Martinique as y 
than the Bowden fauna. 
Precise information on the paleontology of the Tertiary fo 
of Guadeloupe is exceedingly meager, in fact it is almost 
Dr. J. W. Spencer submitted to me a specimen of Styhph 
lected by him in a limestone near Les Abimes. Accurate 
fication of a species of Stytophora may be a proper basis for 
correlation, but the genus ranges from upper Eocene to mt 
Miocene (about Helvetian) in the West Indian Tertiaries. In 
1849 Milne Edwards and Haime described a coral from the "Terraia 
tcrtiare" of Guadeloupe, under the name Thecosmilia ponderosa, ~ n d  
subsequently transferred it to the genus 11Port41i~altia.~ I have photo- 
graphs of the type of this species, kindly sent me by my friend Dr 
Charles Gravier of the Musbum d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris. It be- 
longs to the genus AnfiZlia and is closely related to A. bgobata Dun-, 
Jfontlivaltia g uesdesi, described by Duchassaing and Michelo tti from 
Guadeloupe and said to be associated with AntiUia ponderosa, is &o 
a species of Antillia. A. guesdesi is so similar to A. bilobata tlrwt 
Duchassaing and Michelotti placed the latter in its synonomy. As I: 
have seen no specimens of A. guesdesi, I must base any opinions con- 
cerning it  upon its authors' figures and descriptions. It seems to me 
different from A. bilobata, but as the distinction between t he  two 
consists in the relative number of teeth within 1 centimeter on tihe 
septa1 margins, and as the details of the figures of A. guesdesi may be 
inaccurate, i t  would be improper to insist that they are different. 
However that may be, there are in Guadeloupe two supposed, very 
nearly related species of AntilZia, and they are actually or almost 
indistinguishable from spec.ies that occur in Ssnto Domingo a t  r 
horizon near or above that of the Bowden marl. The evidence for 
Guadeloupe, therefore, indicates the presence there of deposits of 
uppermost BurdigaIisn or Helvetian age. There may be Tertiary 
deposits both older and younger than the bed in which the specimens of 
Antillia were collected. Doctor Spencer's structure section across the 
island strongly suggests that such deposits are there. 
1 Spencer. J. W.. On the geological and physical development of Quadaloupe, Ceol. Soa.  ohd don Jo~rn., 
vol. 57, pp. 50S-519, 1901. 
t IIist. nat. Corall., vol. 2, p. 312, 1S7. 
8 M+m. conll. Ant., p. 69 (of reprint), pls. 5, iig. 13, 1860. 
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a subsequent paragraph. Pliocene corals from this locality are 
considered on pago 223. 
Mr. George C. hfatson collected at Barranquilla, Colombia, some 
fossils that belong to a fauna younger than that obtained around 
Usiacuri, and may be of Pliocene age. Glyyrneris, Ostrea, Pectea, 
and Lucina are the genera represented. 
The Bisscx I'Iill "beds " of Barbados (see p. 583 of this paper) are 
considered Pliocene in age by Franks and Harrison; but I infer, 
from his remarks on the Foraminifera, that Chapman inclined to tbo 
opinion that they are of Miocene age. I strongly doubt any of &lie 
clevatcd, terracod coral reefs of Barbados being so old as Pliocene> 
but present evidcnce is not decisive. Tho only known extensive 
Pliocenc coral fauna in America is that of the Wwcarnnw and 
Caloosahatchce marIs of the southeastcrn United Statcs. This is 
diacuskcd on page 222 of this volume. I have studied both the 
specimens on which Gregory bascd his account of tho Barbadian 
elevatcd-reef corals and a collection (see p, 255 of this volumc) later 
sent me by Professor Jukes-Browne. All of the species sccm to me 
inseparable from the species at prcscnt living in the Caribbean area, 
cxcept one that was erroneously identified by Gregury as Lithopbyllia , 
walZi (Duncan). 
Pliocene deposits hare becn recognized a t  very fcw places in the 
West Indics; in fact, about the only locality at which'tlicrc is reason- 
able surety of there being beds of this age is near Guantitnamo, Cuba, 
where Mr. 0. E. Mcinzer collected Pecten pittieri Dtlll, identified by 
C. W. Coolie. 
R. T. Hill considcrs the Jamaican formations, to which he applics 
the names Manchioneal and Kingston, as Pliocene, and it scorns that 
he is correct, but the evidence adduced is not completely convincing. 
I n  other words, from the evidcnce available, Hill was justified in his 
age classification of thc deposits mentioned, but thcir paloontology 
needs more detailed investigation. 
The marine Pliocene of the southeastern United Statcs has been 
considered on page 576 of this paper. 
Heilpriu was the first to call attention to the extensive Pliocene 
"gray or white shell limestone" of Yucatan.I His examinations 
were made "at several points in and about Merida, in numerous 
cuttings along the line of the Merida-Kalkini Railroad, on the h e  of 
the railroad connecting the capital city with Ticul, all along the 
traverse between Merida and Tunkas," and "at various points 
between Tekanto and Cilam." Sspper has published a rough out- 
1 Heilprin, -do, Geological researches in Yucatan, Amd. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia Proc. for 1891, pp. 
136-I.%, 1891. 
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also to occur in northern Nicaragua Sapper re 
from several areas in Honduras. 
Jurassic limestone froms the axis of the Organos Mo 
of Pinar del Rio, Cuba; and marine Jurassic is exten 
in Mesico and west Tesas. 
The Lower Cretaceous, so greatly develop 
is not known in the West Indies or in Central 
below the Isthmus of Tehuantapec, except in H 
With regard to the Upper Cretaceous, i t  will b 
iar Upper Cretaceous fauna of Jamaica has been found 
St. Thomas. Hill has noted in Porto Rico ' 
glomerates with interbedded Cretaceous rudist 
to that of Jamaica," thereby confirming a previ 
that the horizon he recognized in St. Thomas 
Rico; and it is reported from the Island of 
specimen of Barrettia from the "Blue-beach" formation of 
(but vithout recognizing its affini-tiios); and S 
from northwest of Coban, Guatemala, and a s 
from Cliiapas, Mexico. As Clove years ago pointed out 
more closely related to that of Gosau, Austria, than to 
America north of the Gulf of Mexico. Hill reports 
Inocerami from his San Miguel formation, Costa Rica, 
doubts the correctness of the identifications. 
OUTLINE OF TBE GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE PERIMETERS OP TBE 
GULF OF MEXICO AND THE CARIBBEAN SEA. 
The following pages will present only tho broad outlines of tths 
geologic history of the region of which Panama forms a part. Ths 
details for Panama are givcn by Doctor MacDonald in the manu- 
script of his report on the geology of the Canal Zone aad adjacent 
areas, to be published by the Smithsonian Institution. Three 
manuscripts on the physiography and stratigaphy of Cuba arc now 
in my possession. One of thcse is on an area adjacent to Guantn- 
namo, by Mr. 0. E. Meinzer; the second is on an area northwest of 
Guantanamo by Mr. N, H. Darton; and the third is a general ac- 
count of the physiography and stratigraphy of the entire island and 
the Isle of Pines by myself. The paleontology of the different forrna- 
tions is cwsidered in as much detail as available information ger- 
mits. A similar account of the geology of the Lesser Antilles, by 
Mr. Robert T. Kill and mysekf, is nearly ready for press, and pde- 
ontologic monographs of the fossil biota of St. Bartholomew, Anti- 
gua, and Anguilla are almost complete. The geologic history of theso f 
1 
1 Dr. T.W. Stanton has recentiy verified the age determination of these deposits, WFal wmm& 
cation.) 
2 Romanes, James, Geology of a part of Costa Rica, Geol. Soc. London Quart. J o u ~ . ,  ~01.63, pp. 103-139, 
pls. 8,9, 1912. 
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GENERAL RELATIONS. 8 i 
I Thc bounda~ies of the Gulf of Mcxico and the Caribbean Sea form 
a parallclogmm (sce pl. 73); those on the north and south extend i 
along emt and \vest lines, those on the east and west are northwest 
to  southcast, while the basins are scparatcd by cast and west I 
structurcs. 
The bottoms of the continentalslopes on both sides of the continents i 1 
range betti-cen 3,500 and 3,000 fathoms in depth. On thc east the 
2,500-fathom curve is either a t  or near the base of the slope from of? 
the Banks of Newfoundland southwestward to off Jacksonville, 
Florida, whence it  bends toward the southeast, passing east of the 
B~hamns, north of Porto Rico, cast of the Caribbean arc, east of 
Trinidad, and northeast of the Guianas. The 2,500-fathom contour 
lies farther offshore on tho Pacific side than on the Atlantic side of 1 
North Arncrica, but is nearer shore from the Revilta Gigedo Islands, 
west of hfanxanillo, Mesico, to off Guatemala, whence southward the 
2,000-fathom contour is near ths base of the slope until off Peru, 
whcre there is a drop to over 3,000 fathoins in the great Callao dcep, 
Land arcas bound the Gulf of Mexico on the east, north, west, and 
south. The land on the west continueswithout interruption through 
Central America and northern South Aincsica, forming the western 
and southern boundaries of the Caribbean Sea. Between soutlrern 
*Florida and Trinidad there are relatively shallow-water connections 
with tho Atlantic Ocean through passages between Florida and Cubs, 
and through passages between both the Greater and the Lesser Antil- 
les to Trinidacl. Depths of about 1,000 fathoms or somewhat more 
are found between Cuba and IIniti in the Windward Passage, and 
bctwcen Ancgada and Anguilla in the Anegada Passage, but they are 
usually lass thnn 500 fathoms. 
The Gulf of hlesico is separated from the Caribbcm Sea by the 
Yucatan Peninsula and Cuba, but connccts with it through the Yucn- 
tan Channel. The deepest part of this basin, which is a. simple basin, 
is slightly ovcr 2,000 fathoms. 
Thc Caribbean Sea is a compound basin, separated into two parts 
by the ritlge that extends from Honduras to Jamaica. The northern 
division is almost subdivided by the Cayman rklgc, which extends 
\vest\vnrrl from the Sicrra Maestra of Cubs. Depths of 2,500 fathoms 
ara attainctl betwccn the Caymans and Cape San Antonio, Cuba, 
while south of thcm depths exceeding 3,000 fathoms are recorded in 
the Bartlott dccp. The southern division is a simple basin with 
depths ranging between 2,250 oild 2,900 fathoms. 
The 3:ata prescntcd show that these two basins are land-lockccl, 
exccpt that between Fbrids and Trinidad shallow passages between 
. land areas conncct with the Atlantic Ocean, that the two basins are 
separstcd by structurcs transverse to the continental trend in Yucatan 
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2. Atlantic and Guy Conatnl P1aila.-Thia plain exten 
Throughout its extent, notwithstanding irreg 
canfiguration, the Coastal Plain in general slopes from its 
margin to the edgo of the Continental SShelf. The inn 
ranges from 300 to 600 feet in altitude between 5f 
Texas; while in west Texas i t  attains a height of slightly 
1,000 feet above sea level. 
3. MaZcan Plateau.-At least four provinces of 
recognized in the western Cordilleran region of th 
according to Ransome,' namely: (1) The Rocky 
Colorado Plateau, (3) the NevadaSonoran regi 
ranges. Nos. 1 and 2 are parts of the Laramide mou 
No. 3 is the intermontane belt;-and No. 4, th 
system. Fenneman dissents from this classification in that he refem 
the Colorado Plat'enu to the Intermontane plateaus, along with the 
Nevada-Sonoran region: and considers the Mexican "hihigmd" as a 
part  of his Basin-and-Range province lying south of the Colorado 
Plateau. Toward the south in trans-Pecos Texas the Colorado Pla- 
teau and the Nevada-Sonoran region of Emsome are delimited by a 
rather vague boundary from the Mexican Plateau, which Ransoms 
also considers a part of the Laramide mountain system. The hiesi- 
can Plateau comprises the high plateaus and central mountains of 
Mexico. Southward from Rio Grande, below the month of Pocos 
Biver, i t  forms the western boundary of the Coastal Plain. The 
boundary, according to Hayes (oral communication), is a fault scarp 
which lies a little east of Monterey and trends east of south through 
Ciudad Victoria to Miantla, where volcanic mountains reach tho 
shore and intorrupt the continuity of the plain, The province is tei- 
minated on the south by a fault scarp beyond which are the east an8 
west trending structural axis of Michoacan, Guerrero, and 0axa.m. 
4. Oamea-Guewero,-A structupal axis extends through Michoacan, 
Guerrero, and Oaxaca, almost a t  right angles to the tread of the 
Mesican Plateau. The northern boundary of this province is the 
escarpment at  the southern margin of the Mexican Plateau; the 
western and southern boundary is the Pacific Ocean; whifc the 
eastern boundary is the Isthmus of Tehuantapec. It is thus set off 
from the Mexican Plateau, and the Yucatan lowland. 
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Cuban trend. The structural axes of the mountains in the no&e:rn, 
and northeastern part of Haiti are from northwest to southeast an& 
are parallel to the axis of elongation of Cuba from the Sierra Maestra 
to Santa Clara. In Cuba this trend is cut diagonally by the axis d 
the Sierra Maestra, which is bounded on the south by a tremendous 
fault scarp. Previous to this faulting i t  seems that central Cuba and 
Haiti formed parts of the same land area. The island of Haiti might 
be treated as separate from Cuba and Jamaica, but lying at the 
intersection of two tectonic trends. 
8. Honduras and the Jamaican Ridge.-The Honduran Province in 
Central America is dominated by tectonic lines extending from south- 
west to northeast, of which the Telusa Mountains are representative, 
A line from the Gulf of Honduras along Motagua River to a point 
north of Jalapa, thence southwest to the Pacific coast, may be taken 
as the northern boundary and Rio San Juan and the southern side 
of Lake Nicaragua as the southern boundary. 
From the northeast coast of Honduras and Nicaragua a great sub- 
marine plateau continues with depths of less than 1,000 fathoms to  
Jamaica. Above it rise numerous banks and keys and dong its 
course are Thunder Knoll, Rosalind, Seranilla, and Pedro banks 
between the continental shore and Jamaica. 
The principal old tectonic lines of Jamaica trend northwest to 
southeast. As these are parallel to the shore northwest- of Cape 
Graeias a Dios and to the northeast edge of ,Mosquito Bank, there 
are evidently cross tectonic lines nearly a t  right angles to each other 
in this ridge. 
A submarhe ridge extends from the east end of Jamaica some 45 . 
miles and overlaps on the south side a ridge which protrudes west- 
m r d  from the west end of Haiti. The two ridges, however, do not 
connect but are separated by water over 1,000 fathoms deep. The 
ridge representing an eastward submarine continuation of Jamaica 
indicates a third tectonic line in that island. The last-mentioned 
line nearly parallels the Bartlett deep, which lies to the north. The 
submarine slopes to the southeast are toward the bottom of the. 
Caribbean basin. 
8a. Naitz. (southern part), POT~O Rico, a d  the Virgin. Islands.-The 
political division of Haiti designated Sud is dominated by east rtnd 
west trending mountains, which parallel in direction the east and 
west axis of Jamaica. As the maximum depth between Haiti and 
Porto Rico is about. 318 fathoms, they rise from a common, not greatly 
submerged bank. (See statement on preceding page in regard t~ 
considering Haiti as a separate Province.) 
The main mountain mass of Porto Rico, the Sierra Central, the 
maximum altitude of which is 3,750 feet a t  El Yunque, trends east 
and west, paralleling in direction Sud, Haiti. There is coincidence 

Porto Cabello where the main Andean trend is crossed by that of C h  
Maritime Andes. The shore of the Caribbean Sea lies across &be 
northern end of the Andes in a way similar to the manner in w'hieh 
the landward border of the Coastal Plain crosses the southwestem 
end of the Appalachian Mountains, 
The islands Curaqao, Arube, and Bonaire, lie off the Veaezudan 
coast in the angle between the ends of the main Andes and the 
Cordillera de Merida. 
11. Maritime Anrles.--The Maritime Andes lie along the Vae- 
zuela coast from Caracas eastward. Trinidad and Tobago a m  
outlying islands. On the south side of these mountains is tho s e a %  
Valley of the Orinoco. 
12. Caribbean Islands.-These islands lie along triplo arcrtsb 
ridges, tho Barbadian Ridge, the main Caribbean Arc, and Aves 
Ridge, the second of which is double a t  its northern end. 
1%. Barbadian, Ridge.-As Barbados is connected underma 
with Tobago Island by a ridge less than 1,000 fathoms deep, and 
as the depth between it  and St. Lucia is less than 1,000 fathsmu, 
thcrc is a closed baqin over 1,000 fathoms deep between the Bar- 
badian Ridge and the main Caribbean Arc. 
12b. Caribbean Arc.-The Caribbean are is a ridge that extends from 
north of the Gulf of Paria to Anegada Passage. The islands occurring 
along it from the Grenadines to Dominica are entirely or predominantly 
volcanic. Guadaloupe is a compound island; the western half is 
xolcanic, the eastern half with the outlying Marie Galante is mosttf 
composed of calcareous sediments. North of Martinique the arc ~ 
splits; along the inner fork are the volcanic islands Montserrat, the 
St. Christopher Chain, and Saba; along t6he outer fork are Antigua 
and Barbuda, and the St. Martin group. The latter islands are 
largely or predominantly composed of sedimentary rocks resting on 
an igneous basement of pre-Tertiary or early Tertiary age. 
1%. Aves Ridge.-This ridge takes its name from Ayes Isfand, 
which stands on a ridge running from the north coast of Cumans to 
Saba Island at  depths slightly less than 1,000 fathoms, while water 
of greater depth occurs both east and west of it. 
PALEOGRAPHIC SUNNARY. 
There are many publications dealing with this subject, some of 
which, such as those of Gregory,' Hill,"d Guppy: are specially 
1 Gregzry, J. W., Contributions to the paleontology and physical geology of the West Indies, Gwl. 
Sor. London Quart. Journ., vot. 51, pp. 25.5310, p1.Il,IS95. 
HI!], R. T., Notes on the geolegy of Cuba, based upon a reconnaissance made far Alexander BgaSsiz, 
Wus. Comp. Zoiil. Bull., vol. 16, pp. 243-283, pls. 3-9,1S95; The geol-gral history of theIsthmusof Panama 
and pxtions of Costa Ri?a, Idem., vol. 28, pp. 150-283, pls. 1-29,1895; The geology and physical geography 
of Jarnai~a, Idem., vol. 3 1, pp. 1-2%,25%253, p!s. l-3.i, 1901; Pe!eand the evolutionof the Windward Arm- 
pe:aq?, Qe3i. Soc. Ameri-a Bull., vol. 16, pp. 243388, p!s. 43-17, 1905. 
a Guppy, R. J. L., The geologisal cornexions of the Carrbbean regim, Canada Inst. Trms.,vaLg, pp. 
373-331, one plate, 1909. 
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while St. Croix, which is closoly related in its geologie loaturcs 
fo tlzc Virgins, wltv probably a t  on0 t h o  a membcr of tht  
group andrhm been separated from them by faulting of cornpara- 
tivcly late geologic date. There is no dircct eridenco of tho 
esistcnco at this time of any of the Caribbean Islands, but certain 
rclatio~~s suggest that at  least parts of tho Caribbean Arc may be old. 
St. Crois stands on tho western end of a ridge betwacn 600 and 700 
fathoms docp, on the cnstcrn end of which is St. Christopher. This 
ridgo cstends nort.hward to the St. Martin Plateau, eastward to 
Antigua and Barbuda, and southwmd from the latter islands thrau* 
Guadeloupe, St. Lucia, and the Crenadincs to South America, 
These relations suggost $hat the castern pcrimetor of the Carib'bcan 
Basin m2y have been outlined in late Paleozoic time. 
From the preceding statement it is evident that the principal 
tectonic lines of the perimeters of the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean 
Sea existed s t  the close of the Paleozoic. The northern, western, 
and southern boundaries had been outlined and the major transverse 
trench had also been formed, the more northern through Oaxscn 
and Chiapas, including the northward trending Coxcomb Mountains 
of British Honduras; the more southern through Honduras and 
h'icarqu:z. The first may have connected along the axis of the 
Coxcomb Mountains with Cuba and thence Haiti; Che second prob- 
ably connected with Jamaica, Haiti, Porto Rico, and thc Virgin 
Islancls, and there are vague suggesto~s that the Caribbean Arc 
also esisted. As the positive and negative areas so early outlined 
dominatcd the tectoliic development during later geologic time, the 
subsequent history consists in tracing the modification of these old 
features. 
TRIASSIC, SURASSIC, AND CRETACEOUS. 
It seems necessary to infcr diastrophic movements previous to or 
during Jurassic and Cretaceous time, for there was no connection 
between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans across Central America dur- 
ing these periods, with the possible exception of certain connections 
during Jurassic and upper Triassic (Rarnic) time, as shown in the 
tablc on page 612. During Tgiassic and Jurassic time the eastern part 
of the North American continent, except areas of Triassic in Mexico 
and several Central American States and areas of Jurassic in Mexico 
and trans-Pecos Texas, was emerged probably to the limits of the pros- 
ent Continental Shelf, while the western end of Cuba was submerged. 
The eastcrn end of Cuba apparently was a land arcs and may have 
been joined to the southeastcm United States. During upper Crets- 
ceous time there was extensive submergence throughout the Wost 
Indies and Ccntral America, but the Lower Cketaceous, as represented 
in Mexico and Texas, is not known in them, except in Honduras. 
As the Jurassic and Cretaceous faunas &re Atlantic in their faeies, 
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other places, but such connections seemingly were restricted, not of 
wide extent as in upper Eocene and Oligocene time. 
As no upper Niocene has yet been identified in the West Indies 
%his is supposed to have been a period of high uplift which terminated 
the connection between the Atlantic and Pac%c oceans. The mid- 
dle and upper Oligocene and lower Miocene sediments of Mexico, 
Panama, Cuba, Haiti, Jamaica, Porto Rico, AnguiUa, and hntigtra, 
although deformed by tiltkg and faulting are not int,ensely folded, 
as are the older sediments. According to Hill, '<in mid-Tertiary 
time granitoid intrusions were pushed upward into the se&ents of 
the Great Antilles, the Caribbean, Costa Rican, and Panamic regions." 
The information I obtained in Antigua and St. Bartholomew a.ccords 
with this opinion. - 
That there was a t  some place interoceanic connection subseqnent 
to lower Miocene (Burdigalian) time is suggested, if not actually 
proven, by the presence on Carrizo Creek, Imperial County, California, 
of a coral fauna of posLMioccne Atlantic affinities.% 
Roy S. DickersonZ in the paper cited below says regarding my 
conclusion that the coral fauna of Carrizo Greek is of probably Pficlcens 
age: "His Vaughan's] conclusions concerning the Pliocene age of 
these beds rests upon the infirm basis of comparison with a Pliocene 
coral fauna of Florida," and "All the coral genera excepf one occur 
in' the Bowden or associated horizons." The last statement is correct 
in the restricted sense in which I use Bowden a d  its related zones, 
and the first is correct in that I compared the fauna from Carfiq 
Creek with that from the Pliocene Galoosahtchse marl of Ffarida; 
but Doctor Dickerson evidently did not comprehend the entire basis 
for  my opinion. The following eight genera, now extinct in tha 
Atlantic Ocean but present in the Pacific, occur in %he Bowden marl 
and related zones, that is in &s Maury's Santo Domingan section 
and the La &uz marl of Cuba, but are not known from Carrku 
Creek or from the Caloosahatchee marl: 
Placocyathus. Antill&. 
Placotrochus. Syzygophyllia. 
Sty lopbra. P a v o n ~ . ~  
Poeillopora. Goniopora. 
Neither the coral fauna of Carrizo Creek nor that of the Caloosad 
hatchee marl, as a t  present known, contains any of the mrat genera 
distinctive of the Bowden and related zones. These distinctive 
' 1 Vaughan, T. W., Tbe reef-cod fauns of G&o Creek, IrnpWid Gmty, Caliiornia, etc, U. 8. Geol, 
Survey Prof. Paper 98, pp. 355-386, pls. 92-102,1917. 
2 Ancient Panama Canals, Caliiornia Acad. Sci. Proc., vol. 7, pp. M-205, 1917 (date printed with title 
July 34 1917, received by me on Oct. 16,1917). 
s Added from MISS Meury's Santo Domingm wUeotions. 

Entrerian rodents wkch Ameghino an;d Scott have des 
figured. In no instance has the same genus been f 
the West Indies and Argentina or Patagonia; bu 
rodents thus far discovered never show such peeulia 
remains would appear out of place among those 
southern relatives, while as a whole they would a t  one 
as foreign to the present South American fauna." 
On the following page of the same paper he says: "So 
be judged from eight very distinct genera the Antillea 
rodents do not present the characters that would be 
animals derived from South America during any period 
recent. Neither have they the appearance of an assembl 
together pat different times by migration or chance in 
On the contrary they suggest direct descent from such a 
general South -American fauna, probably not less m i e n  
of the Miocene, as might have been isolated by a splitti 
archipelago from the mainland. Of later influence from 
nent there is no Crace." 
The mammals furnish rnorc eviden~e of this kind than 
senting here, and Barbour and Stejneger, from their 
were produced by block-faulting which broke into piec 
extensive land area. Although I greatly respect the scho 
appreciate the valuable researches of Dr. W. D. Matthew, 
to agree with his opinions as to the means of distribution 
Indian mammals an'd some of the other land vertebrates. 
According to Hill, the volcanoes of the Windward Islan 
back at least to the Eocane. He says: "After the Mioc 
canism became quiescent in the Great Antilles and the 
of Texas, but has continued to the present in the four gr 
present activity-southern Mexico, the northern And 
to Smith America. haiuer has recently pub 
conside,red as a group is their similarity to thc Santa Cr 

TABUZ&B BOMBbhRY OF SOME OF THE ISPORTANT EVENTS X I  THJ3 OEO 
OF THE WEST INDIES AND OENTXAL ~BICA-continue 
-- -- 
I Time subdivisions. ' Evan& 
- -  
I 
Plant-bearing beds in Honduras and Nicaragua above mentioned, b W p &  
l a d  conditions in lateat !Cr+$sic or earliest ~&ssic. 
Submergence in central Medexrco (Zacstecas) with probable interocesnic con- m a s s i c  nection. 
Probable land conditions throughout BBeHico and Oentrsl America 
Probsble land oonditions throughout idexico and Central bmeriCS. 
Late Pefwoic.. ... . . . ,. . Formation of tbemajor tectonic wwof Central AmericaandtheinitisrlM&8nd i west axes OP the Greater Ant1las. I 
I 
a Masomic histmy d Central America, Mexie~, and the West 'Indiw, by T. W. Stanton. 
0 

Ciatun furmatian. 
Rquitanirm. 
Tampa formation 
Chattian. 
RopeIlan. 
--- 
-- 
n RepOrled b R. l?mvi2k& a@ referre .to 'LSt4tas3piea inf&ieur"=Vi@sb~ug%%n- Lattorfim; Cusban thin@ Wesedeposits @#la be referred to  &e uppar EoeW and pbced 
opposite the St. &xtholomew Imestonam ttra lab&. 
6 Mav belong strati@& Meal$ mmewbat higher, 
c ~a~'rda$lon pr@pQSe8bx E. W. 13my. 
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